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(RAYA)Good afternoon, everyone. Welcome to “Beyond the Basics” PlanIt Webinar Series. I’m Raya Esmaeili and I will be facilitating today’s webinar. In this webinar series, we will be focusing on value-added planning practices and how to get more out of your plan as you go through your comprehensive planning process. If during the webinar you have any questions, please post them using the webinar control panel. We will get to your questions at the end of the webinar. Today’s webinar is about “School Districts”. We will be discussing the role of school districts in  comprehensive planning and ways that planners can be have better interactions with their school districts.Let me introduce our presenter: Tara Beard (Hello everyone) a Housing Policy Analyst at the Metropolitan Council. She has both a BA in Architecture and a Master of Urban and Regional Planning from the University of Minnesota. She has held several planning and community and economic development positions at the cities of Minneapolis and Hopkins, as well as Hennepin County. TARA, I will now turn the presentation to you. (TARA)Thanks, Raya.



• City planning staff are more aware of the ways
that their work and school district plans
intersect.

• City planning staff are inspired to forge long-
term connections with school district staff

• Comprehensive plan updates include features
that make it easier for school districts to review
and comment

Goals for this webinar
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Over the past year, I have been interviewing school district staff throughout the region to find out how school districts and city planning intersect.  I have learned about their planning needs, and shared with them the ways that comprehensive plans, among other city policies, impact their work.  Our goals for this webinar are that you are more aware of how your work intersects with school district planning, and that you leave with the inspiration to create or deepen your relationship with school district staff.  Finally, we hope you’ll consider some support and ideas for your comprehensive plan update so that school district review and comment is more likely to occur.  As a reminder, school districts are allowed to review and comment on your draft comprehensive plan because they are an “affected jurisdiction.”  Affected jurisdictions have 6 months to review and comment on your draft plan before you submit it to the Council, but there isn’t a lot of evidence that school districts have taken advantage of this opportunity, or that cities have sought this engagement beyond mailing them a copy of the draft plan.  While developing the Council’s Housing Policy Plan, which was amended in July of 2015, we recognized an opportunity to learn why this has been the case, and what we can do to improve school district engagement in the upcoming comp plan updates. 



Today’s discussion
• Forecasts and planning

• School district planning 101
• Metropolitan Council and local governments

• Schools and housing 
• Jurisdictional mismatch
• Planning considerations
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In addition to our overarching goals for this webinar, I’d like to summarize the main points of today’s discussion to help orient you to the presentation.  I’ll begin by providing some context and background on how both school districts and the Met Council use forecasts to inform how they plan for growth and change.  This will lay the foundation for city planners to better understand how their comprehensive plans can address growth or change in a way that is meaningful to school districts.  Next, we’ll dig a bit deeper into the ways that school district enrollment and housing patterns are connected, using local examples from my interviews with school district staff.  Then we’ll address what’s probably the biggest challenge when it comes to aligning school plans and city plans: jurisdictional mismatch.  And finally, we’ll create a road map for planners that want to use this information to improve collaboration between cities and affected school districts both within the comprehensive plan and beyond.  



School district planning 101 

Forecasts and planning
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So, let’s talk about how forecasts inform school district plans



• Anticipating future enrollment is how school 
districts:

• manage school capacity needs, including school 
closures or new school construction

Why school districts forecast
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Let’s start by looking at why school districts forecast.  School districts use forecasting to create student enrollment projections.  Changes in school enrollment, especially at the kindergarten level, are the basis for almost all other school planning and policy functions.   Anticipating future enrollment allows school districts to manage their school capacity.  Enrollment forecasts may indicate that attendance zone boundaries need to shift so that existing buildings can accommodate all students.  Other times forecasts may indicate that major additions, renovations, or even new school buildings are needed. New schools can bring increased traffic, costly referendums, and a change in neighborhood character.  In other cases existing schools may need to be closed.  School closings can also cause a drastic change in the character of a community and the lifestyle of existing households with school aged children.  Proximity to a public school, especially to an elementary school, can have a significant impact on housing values in the area.  Families may have purchased a home to be within walking distance of a school, only to find it is being closed.  Planned housing developments may even be postponed – especially single family housing developments, which are very sensitive to the reputation and location of nearby schools.  New or enlarged schools and the closing of schools can be incredibly sensitive and controversial topics.  They can have a deep impact on a neighborhood. But there is also a city-wide impact.  To illustrate that I’ll share a real world example from one of my school district interviews



Real world example!
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One of my interviews included a description of an expensive, contentious lawsuit between the school district and a city that stemmed from the city’s desire to locate a new high school along a specific county road.  The city wanted the county to support expansion of the road, but that required more vehicle trips to justify the road’s expansion.  A new high school would provide those necessary vehicle trips. But the school district had different priorities, including the cost of land, a central location to the district, and a site with room to expand in the future.  The school district’s preferred location required a comp plan amendment, and the city tried to block the amendment and things got litigious.  Today, the school district and city staff have monthly meetings and a much better relationship, so things worked out in the end.  But there’s no need to wait for a lawsuit to get to that point.  Cities and school districts can have deep impacts on each other, so it is important that they understand how the other forecasts growth and what their priorities are for that growth.  



• Anticipating future enrollment is how school 
districts:

• manage school capacity needs, including school 
closures or new school construction

• facilities planning to support district-wide needs

Why school districts forecast
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Alright, back to why school districts forecast.  In addition to the school buildings themselves, future enrollment also informs facilities planning at the district level, which might include transportation facilities, administrative buildings, environmental services, and space for athletic programs.  These facilities can end up occupying a lot of land in a city, or even sharing some of their functions. Where they are located, what they look like and how they function are equally important to both the cities and school districts in which they reside. 



How school districts forecast
• Most school districts hire a consultant to project 

enrollment numbers
• Forecasts generally look out  5-10 years
• Projections tend to assume the continuation of historic 

patterns

• The consultant is expected 
to review comprehensive 
plans and other local policies
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Now that we know why schools forecast, lets look at how school districts usually do their forecasting.  Every 5-10 years, most school districts hire a demographic consultant to develop a formal set of enrollment projections.  Consultants may use census data, state vital records data, and housing market trends to inform their enrollment projections.  Forecasts focus on demographic projections that can impact school enrollment, such as birth rates, mortality rates, and new housing development.  Consultants are also expected to review any overlapping cities’ comprehensive plans to understand the future residential growth planned, but in reality many enrollment projections assume historically-based trend analysis. This means that the housing development patterns of years past are assumed to continue in a similar manner.  This method can miss important context, because, as city planners know, new housing development can change drastically from year to year for a variety of different reasons.  One example of how this played out was described to me in one of my interviews.  



Real world example!
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The school district in this example includes parts of 8 different suburbs, and in 2006 new single family housing developments were booming.  When the housing bubble burst, a lot of additional future development never got built, and the school district understandably assumed that enrollment numbers would plateau for a while.  But the opposite occurred.  Because of the Great Recession, the existing homes in the district lost a lot of value, and were suddenly affordable to families that would have previously been priced out of that market.  With a desirable school district and even a modest amount – relatively speaking – of foreclosed homes, the school district ended up seeing way more new enrollment than they had planned for.  They even had to stop accepting open enrollment students from outside of the district in order to respond to the unexpected growth. 



How school districts forecast
• Different types of housing “yield” different 

amounts of school aged children

.25 to .33 students

.1 to .2 students
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So, we’re going to wrap up school district planning 101 here, but this final detail of how school districts forecast is one of the most important things for planners to understand. School enrollment projections assume that certain types of housing will “yield“ a certain number of potential students.  For example, single family homes are assumed to yield around 1 student for every three units, where apartment buildings may yield 1 student for every five units.  While these yields may support housing patterns in the past, some communities in our region may be expecting more multi-family housing growth than in years past – and more school aged children may be living in multi-family units – or less in single family homes - than historic trends would suggest.  Of course these factors vary greatly throughout the region, but school districts and their consultants may not have that local perspective.  



Regional and local forecasts

Forecasts and planning
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Now, the next couple slides probably, hopefully, won’t contain much new information, but I think it’s helpful to review how the Met Council forecasts regionally and locally in order to contrast that with school districts forecasting.



Why the Metropolitan Council 
forecasts
The Council forecasts population, household 
and job growth at the regional and local level to:
• update the 30-year regional development guide every 

ten years (Thrive MSP 2040) for 
• provide local governments with forecasts that inform 

their 30-year comprehensive plans that are also 
updated every ten years
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As we just covered, school districts forecast to predict future enrollment.  But cities must plan for local forecasts developed by the Met Council to inform the Council’s primary function to support orderly and economical growth.  It considers population, household, and job growth to inform infrastructure priorities and growth policies.  The forecasts are updated at least every ten years: at the regional level to inform the Council’s regional development guide and at the local level to inform local comprehensive plan updates. Interim forecasts can also occur when appropriate, usually in conjunction with a comp plan amendment.



How the Metropolitan Council 
forecasts

Regional forecasts:
- use an economic competitiveness model that predicts 

migration flows
- predict a population gain of over 800,000 by 2040

Metropolitan Council’s Regional Forecast to 2040
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The Council forecasts using a regional economic model.  In addition to analyzing changes in the existing population such as births, deaths, and aging, the model considers our competitiveness when it comes to attracting new residents from outside the region. Current forecasts for the 7-county region predict a population gain of over 800,000 residents by 2040.  Of course, where in the region these new residents choose to live is another question.    



How the Metropolitan Council 
forecasts
Local forecasts:
- use a land use model that considers changing 

demographics and their impact on housing 
preferences 

- consider land availability, local real estate 
prices, and competition of surrounding areas

- are developed in partnership with local 
governments and planners
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To disseminate regional forecasts to local communities, the Council uses a land use model.  Land use modeling helps predict where new households will want to live and work   We consider the likely characteristics of these new residents: are they families or people living alone? Will they be high-income earners or low-income earners? Will they be young or old or in between?  Then we apply the general market preferences of those household types to model where in the region these households would like to be.  Of course real estate supply and demand, including how a city has guided and zoned its land, is a factor as well.  Finally, we work with local experts, usually city planners, to apply additional context and review.  In almost all cases, the Council and local governments are able to agree, at least for comprehensive planning purposes, on a reasonable forecast for their community.



Forecasts – in summary

Metropolitan Council School Districts
Strengths Holistic approach that considers 

competition outside of and within 
the region to predict household 
growth and change

Fairly reliable for short-term 
predictions over the next 5 years

Issues Many moving parts in local 
allocation; many assumptions 
needed

Minimally considers socioeconomic 
change

Uncertainties Long range time horizon causes 
great uncertainty

New housing focus limits certainty
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So, let’s summarize the different reasons and ways that school districts and the Met Council forecast.  Both have their strengths and uncertainties, and no forecasting method is perfect or foolproof.  But school districts are less likely to include information about growth in the region that isn’t locally grown – that is, people moving to the region, and not just the new births or new housing units anticipated in the region.  School districts can benefit from this added perspective, and city planners can give them the same local context that they give the Council when we forecast.  And both cities and school districts benefit from sharing their plans for short term and long term growth, both in the comprehensive plan and beyond. Cities are planning over the span of three decades, and school districts are most concerned with the next five years.  Those priorities are reflected in the ways they forecast, and yet, school districts may benefit from some additional longer term thinking, and cities may appreciate an opportunity to consider the near-term in the context of school enrollment projections and their impact on the local housing market.  



Deeply connected institutions

Schools and housing
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Hopefully you have a good understanding of the role forecasts play in school planning and local planning.  Now we’re going to spend some time digging into the ways schools and housing impact each other.  



The relationship between 
housing and schools
• Schools impact the housing market
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Lets start with something that’s pretty intuitive.  School locations and reputations have an enormous impact on the housing market.  If you have school-age children, just think about how the local school district impacted your housing search! Single family housing developers especially will tell you that their sale prices are directly impacted by perceptions of the local school choices, sometimes even within the same district!  Even households without school aged children consider the reputation of local schools when buying a home as a major factor in resale value. To illustrate this, I’ll share this example of how a single family development in our region was affected by a school district decision. 



Real world example!
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In one of our region’s cities, a single family development was put on hold because the local school district had not yet decided which high school attendance zone the new homes would be in, and one of the attendance zones had a brand new state of the art high school.  The differences between these two high schools, even in the same district, were significant enough that the developer did not feel he could accurately budget for the development, including sales prices, until the attendance zone decision was made.  This postponed new housing construction that the city had already approved, and tax base that the city was reasonably expecting.  Earlier collaboration and communication between the school district and the city may have saved money and headaches.Here’s another example of how important schools are to the housing market. In another city in our region, the school district was able to leverage 15 free acres of land for a new school from a residential developer – the impact of an adjacent school is that great on new home sales.  The moral of the story is that planning for residential growth in your community is not complete if it doesn’t consider the role of the local school district.



The relationship between 
housing and schools
• City policies may consider school district 

needs, rightly or wrongly
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On the other side of the coin a city may intentionally consider school district impacts in a policy decision, but without a strong relationship, good intentions may get in the way of good policy.  I’ll share one example that involves a local city’s housing policy with respect to the use of TIF.  



Real world example!
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The city in this real world example does not consider the use of Tax Increment Financing for multi-family housing developments, regardless of affordability.  Senior housing is the exception, and the city’s perspective is that since TIF reduces tax capacity for the school district, it should not support development that may contribute students to the district.  Now, I’m not trying to pick on this particular city, and I admit I did not speak with staff from the school district that encompasses most of that city.  But of the other school district staff I did speak with, the general consensus was that tax base lost via TIF was barely on their radar, as it is such a small part of their overall budget.  Meanwhile, school funding from the state, which makes up a much larger piece of their budget,  is based on actual student counts, so adding students to a district would have a net-gain on the school district’s budget, even if TIF was a factor.The bottom line is that cities are making decisions that impact school districts and school districts are making decisions that impact cities.  This alone highlights the need and opportunity to deepen understanding of each other’s roles and priorities in our shared communities. 



The relationship between 
housing and schools
• Subsidized affordable housing and student

characteristics

City 1
City 2

School District 
boundaries

New affordable housing
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A potentially more sensitive intersection of the housing market and school enrollment is affordable housing.  Affordable housing is often a controversial topic, and if new affordable housing is expected to house school aged children, the impact on school districts can be one of the many concerns voiced by the community.  One community in our region expressed concern that a neighboring community was promoting new affordable housing in the part of their city that sat within the first city’s primary school district.  This illustration helps visualize the issue.In this visualization, city 1 in blue and city 2 is orange.  The thick black line shows the school district boundaries, and we can see that only a small part of city 1 has land within the school district that primarily overlaps with City 2.  If city 1 promotes new affordable family housing in this area of overlap, it is addressing their city’s need for affordable housing but not in a way that would impact it’s primary school district’s student base.  



Real world example!

City 1
City 2

School District 
boundaries

New affordable housing
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To be considerate of the affected parties, I’ll continue to use the identifiers of City 1 and City 2 to describe the local example where this plays out.  Our “real world” City 2’s primary school district is teaching more kids in poverty, with more diverse needs, than City 1’s primary school district.  And City 1 has significantly higher housing values, and its primary school district has a better reputation, than City 2 and its primary school district.  City 2 has expressed frustration that City 1 is contributing potentially high-need students to its school district.There is no simple answer to this dilemma, and there are many more factors that go into where affordable housing can and should be located.  And to be clear, while areas of concentrated poverty do usually have schools with lower test scores and lower graduation rates, adding affordable housing in an area that is not concentrated with poor households has never been shown to have negative impacts on the area’s schools.  To the contrary, research shows that adding economic diversity to areas with less existing poverty benefits the education of both the kids from lower- income households and the kids from higher-income households.  But understanding the sensitivity to where affordable housing may be promoted with regard to school district boundaries is an important long range planning consideration.The bottom line is that cities are making decisions that impact school districts and school districts are making decisions that impact cities.  This alone highlights the need and opportunity to deepen understanding of each other’s roles and priorities in our shared communities. 



The relationship between 
housing and schools
• School integration and fair housing
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Another sensitive area of overlap between housing and schools is racial and economic integration.  At the school district level, integration is an incredibly challenging and complex nut to crack.  Open enrollment policies, charter and private school options, and transportation considerations can all complicate a school district’s ability to meet school desegregation and integration outcomes under the Minnesota Department of Education’s Achievement and Integration Program.  Cities must also consider segregation and integration from a housing perspective as a part of the federal Fair Housing Act.  Not only must cities avoid purposefully supporting segregated housing patterns, they must pro-actively work toward housing patterns that support economic and racial diversity.  While these policies and programs are not well defined or understood, cities and school districts certainly have a better chance at achieving socioeconomic integration if they work together, as their policies can deeply impact each others efforts in this area.



A big challenge

Jurisdictional mismatch
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A lot of opportunities for alignment with school districts can be met simply by increasing our understanding of how our work intersects.  But one of the biggest challenges when it comes to policy alignment will take a little more work to overcome:  jurisdictional mismatch.



City and school district 
boundaries don’t line up!
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In this map of most of the region, we see that, with very few exceptions, municipal boundaries and school district boundaries do not match up.  While the 7 county metro region has 181 cities and townships, it has only 55 school districts.  You can find this map in the Map Gallery of the Council’s website if you want to take a closer look. But the bottom line is, when only portions of a city and a school district overlap, finding ways to align their policies can be difficult to do.  



Osseo School District: 
• Brooklyn Center
• Brooklyn Park
• Corcoran
• Dayton
• Maple Grove
• Osseo
• Plymouth
• Rogers

School districts may contain 
portions of 8 or more cities!
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As an example, let’s look at the Osseo School District, which contains portions of 8 different cities.  In the context of comprehensive planning and engaged school district review and comment, Osseo school district staff would have to read 8 different draft plans and decipher which parts of each plan apply within the school district’s boundaries.  This alone could explain why in the past, school districts have not provided much review and comment of comprehensive plan drafts. Yet the housing policies within comprehensive plans could greatly improve school districts’ understanding of how residential development might unfold, especially beyond the next 1-5 years.  How land is guided, what types of housing are prioritized by the city, and areas particularly targeted for reinvestment or redevelopment all have the potential to significantly impact future student enrollment.  But if school district staff cannot interpret how those plans relate to their boundaries, substantive feedback is difficult to provide.



City of Brooklyn Center
• Anoka-Hennepin 

School District
• Brooklyn Center 

School District
• Osseo School District
• Robbinsdale School 

District

Cities may contain portions of 
four or more school districts!
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Now let’s look at this from a city perspective.  In this example, we see one city, Brooklyn Center, with portions in four different school districts.  For a cities in this situation, it can be similarly overwhelming to consider and understand how the bits and pieces of as many school districts should inform city-wide planning.  School district reputations have a significant impact on housing markets, and city plans for growth may not consider the varying perceptions of overlapping school districts.  Cities may also benefit from knowing where districts stand in terms of capacity and facilities growth before designating future land uses that limit or encourage future student enrollment.  If Brooklyn Center plans to accommodate future population growth in its southwest corner (within the Robbinsdale School District), that may have very different outcomes than accommodating that growth in the northeast corner (in the Anoka-Hennepin school district). The comprehensive plan update process is the ideal time to connect with overlapping school districts to discuss their future building needs in the specific geographic context of where the city and school district overlap.  



Addressing jurisdictional 
mismatch

Your community 
page in the local 
planning handbook 
includes a list of all 
affected school 
districts in your 
community
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So, it is challenging to wade through the jurisdictional mismatch of cities and school districts.  But the Met Council wants to help planners do just that. In addition to the region-wide city and school district map mentioned earlier in the presentation that is available on the Council’s website, cities can find a list of all of their affected jurisdictions at the bottom of their community pages within the local planning handbook.   When you click on the affected jurisdictions list, you’ll see a list of all affected jurisdictions, including school districts.  Please note that this is just a starting point.  You may find upon closer inspection that one of your affected districts only overlaps a small portion of your city that doesn’t have, and never will have, housing.  Legally you still have to send them a draft of your plan for their comment and review, but for all practical purposes additional engagement probably isn’t necessary. When it comes to reaching out to affected districts, you are responsible for getting the appropriate contact information.  I recommend reaching out to the Business or Finance manager first, and we’ll talk more about other outreach considerations a bit later.



Example: Golden Valley
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While contact information is your responsibility, the Council will soon be providing additional information to help planners analyze their cities’ relationship with their school districts.  We will provide maps for each community that show clearly how land uses and school district boundaries overlap.  These maps will be available at the bottom of your community pages soon – hopefully next week!  In this example, the map shows that while roughly half of Golden Valley’s land is in the Robbinsdale School District and half is in the Hopkins School District, more than half of Golden Valley’s single family neighborhoods (which provide the highest yield of school aged children) are in the Robbinsdale School District.  Considering where the school aged children are and where future redevelopment opportunities lie, Golden Valley may want to target its outreach accordingly.  For cities with 6, 7 or 8 intersecting school districts this breakdown of land use may be even more helpful.  



Golden Valley, continued

*Includes detached and attached
**Includes mixed-use residential

Land Use (acres)
Housing Type Undeveloped/

agricultural 
land

All other 
land uses

Total 
land

Single-
family* 

Multi-
family**

Manu-
factured

Hopkins 
School District

1,113 154 0 159 1,811 3,237

Robbinsdale
School District

1,919 68 0 70 1,266 3,323
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It’s also helpful to see this information in table form.  We will provide tables as well, such as this example again for Golden Valley.  Your table may show up a few weeks after your map does on your community page, but by the end of March both maps and tables custom to your city will be available.  In the table here, the data supports the visual observation we made when looking at the map.  While Golden Valley is split about in half between Hopkins and Robbinsdale school districts, Robbinsdale School district is likely to educate more than half of the city’s school aged children.  Being able to see spatially and quantitatively how your city’s residential land uses are dispersed among overlapping school districts is not only helpful information to plan with, but also provides context for school districts so that they may be more inclined to provide feedback on your comprehensive plan update.  And while we hope this is helpful context, the map and table on these slides only present the current circumstances.  Considering future land uses in the context of school district boundaries is really where city and school district plans could benefit from alignment. The Council wants to help, and we’ll talk more about how you can test future land use scenarios in the context of school districts in a moment.



What now?

Planning considerations
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So, we’ve shared a lot of information with you about school district planning and how it intersects with city planning.  We hope we’ve convinced you that a strong relationship between the jurisdictions is important!  So now we’re going to provide you with some recommendations moving forward. 



Planning considerations

Reach out to your school districts:
• Who is a good point of contact?
• What are some important topics to discuss?

- Future facility needs
- Local planning and permitting processes

Presenter
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First, some low hanging fruit.  Reach out to your school districts!I’ve shared a few insights I’ve learned in my school district staff interviews, but the truth is nothing can replace direct communication between your city and its affected school districts.  Often there are relationships between city and school district officials, but this tends to be at the elected or superintendent level.  Planning staff and others involved in comprehensive planning are likely to find the best opportunities to align future plans with Business, Finance, or Facilities Directors.  These are the roles that are in charge of enrollment projections, and the hiring and managing of a demographic consultant.  Of the 14 different school district staff I was able to interview in 2016, every single one expressed genuine excitement and interest in cultivating a stronger planning relationship with affected cities, and deeper knowledge of community development plans and policies. And it’s not only school districts that benefit from knowing more about city plans.  City staff may be surprised to find that school districts are looking at land acquisition, new construction or major building additions.  Here are some specific topics I would recommend you discuss.  Future facility needs are a great discussion to have, and I encourage you to talk to school district staff about their plans. Directly related to facility needs, the local regulatory process can also cause troubles; I heard more than one story that illustrates the potential for conflict around school district facility needs and local regulations.  



Real world example!
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School districts may not embark on major construction projects frequently, and they may not be familiar with local regulations – they may even assume that as a public institution they are exempt from certain requirements! One business manager was upset to find a new school project would trigger a park dedication fee.  Because the new building included playground equipment and athletic fields that would be open to the public when not needed by the school district, he felt the fee was unfair. A Facilities director I interviewed was upset that the building permit process required months for complete review – she assumed that plans approved by licensed architects and engineers would be sufficient for approval.  If she’d known earlier, she could have saved herself time and money waiting for building permits. Another manager was upset that a new school required a Conditional Use Permit. In his opinion, schools should be permitted by right in all zoning districts.  The additional standards to be met in the CUP process created space for some community pushback that caught the school district off guard.  Now, these may be extreme or overly specific examples, but the bottom line is that both cities and school districts benefit when future facility needs are discussed early and often.   



Planning considerations

Reach out to your school districts:
• Who is a good point of contact?
• What are some important topics to discuss?

- Future facility needs
- Local planning and permitting processes
- Demographic changes and housing types
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Another great topic to discuss is how housing patterns and household characteristics are changing.  The student yields expected from specific housing types may not follow trends of the past.  Or maybe they will!  Engage with your school districts on the issue, and if additional demographic data or projections would be useful, let us know.  We are happy to help.



Planning considerations

Reach out to your school districts:
• Housing development information in real time

Presenter
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From the perspective of the school district, new housing development is easily the most important topic to connect around.  I heard many stories that revealed how important new housing development is to school district staff. 



Real world example!
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One finance manager told me that a large, multi-phase residential subdivision was planned in the district, and the project timeline was shared with school district staff at an annual meeting between the city manager and the superintendent.  The new housing would have a large impact on future enrollment, and the school district planned accordingly based on the phased timeline provided.  Later, when the first phase was completed ahead of schedule and later phases were also completed years earlier than planned, the school district was not kept in the loop.  The accelerated housing development increased student enrollment projections by more than 100 students, years earlier than anticipated.  The school district scrambled to find the room to accommodate these additional students.  Another school district shared that they found it nearly impossible to keep up with the development boom in the pre-recession years.  They ended up hiring a full time employee to track residential developments in the 8 different cities that overlapped with the district.  This is a great solution, but not all school districts have the resources to be that proactive.  



Planning considerations

Reach out to your school districts:
• Housing development information in real time

- School district representation on the planning commission
- Automatic emails with planning or council agendas
- Regular meetings between staff
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So, when you reach out to your school districts, talk to them about real time housing development. How would they like to be involved, or kept up to speed?  Some cities allow their school district to appoint one of their planning commissioners.  Some cities have an automated system to notify interested parties in planning commission or city council agendas.  Or maybe, more simply, staff from the two agencies just need to meet regularly.  Whatever works, we encourage you to pursue it.



Planning considerations
Comprehensive plan update opportunities:
• Get input early
• Look for community engagement opportunities
• Get a unique perspective on housing needs

Presenter
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So, the previous slides contained general planning recommendations that you may want to consider to improve school district and city alignment – regardless of where you are in your comprehensive plan update.  But of course, the update is an unmatched opportunity for these jurisdictions to get their long term plans in sync.  And there is no need to wait until your comprehensive plan update is drafted to get feedback from school districts. Get input early and often.  Your school districts are an important partner in achieving your plan’s vision and goals, and it’s worth the extra effort to build those relationships.  One thing I learned over and over again when interviewing school district staff was that they have a unique, important relationship with the families in your city.  Many families that are somewhat apathetic toward city activities are deeply involved with their school district.  School districts may be able to help you elevate your community outreach and engagement more broadly.  Schools have amazing access to the families in your community, and the space and capability to host comprehensive plan outreach activities.  When it comes to actually drafting your plan, school district staff can be especially helpful in rounding out the narrative component of your existing housing assessment within your housing element.  School districts often have a unique perspective on the housing needs of their students and families.  I’ll share another real world example.  



Real world example!
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One suburban school district finance manager told me he wished the cities were more involved in addressing student homelessness, which was a significant issue for the district. None of the affected city plans mentioned it, though maybe they would have if the school district had provided that feedback.  There are so many opportunities to close the feedback loop.  



Planning considerations
Comprehensive Plan update opportunities:
• Additional topics that intersect

- Transportation
- Safety
- Recreation
- Environmental Services
- Sustainability

Presenter
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Of course, comprehensive plans have a lot more in them than housing policy.  While this webinar has focused primarily on housing and land use, there are many other elements of your comprehensive plan that intersect with school district needs and policies.  Bussing needs, safe routes to schools, sustainability goals – schools and cities have a lot to gain by coordinating efforts, especially as we are doing more with less.  We encourage you to seek additional comprehensive plan topics that intersect, and find ways to align your plan with school district priorities.  We would love to hear about it if you do, and we are here to help if you need it.  



Planning Considerations
Comprehensive Plan update opportunities:
• Future land use 

• Test future land use scenarios in the context of 
affected school districts

• Provide future land use information by affected 
school districts in your draft plan

• Provide local context about future residential land 
uses
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I want to spend a little more time on this last recommendation.  As I mentioned before, the Council wants to help you analyze and present future land use data in a way that is sensitive to school district boundaries.  This may be the single most effective way to encourage review and comment of your draft plan by affected school districts.  We can provide a map and table by school district for your existing land uses, but your future land use considerations and policies will take a little more work, but we hope that you will agree that a little bit of extra work is worth it!As I’ve already mentioned, in my interviews I found that school district staff are very interested in learning about the city’s plans for growth, especially around new housing development.  Having the opportunity to look at how different future land use scenarios specifically impact the potential for residential growth in their district would be very valuable to them.  Even if testing scenarios isn’t an option, providing future land use maps and tables by school district in your final draft is still helpful. When I shared this possibility with school district staff, they expressed gratitude that comprehensive plans might present future land use information in a way that they could more easily decipher.Beyond maps and tables, I encourage you to make sure school district staff have the necessary context about future land use policies.  Within the acres of land your plan guides for future residential use, planners have unique knowledge about different development scenarios and timelines. No two “high density residential” parcels are the same, and now that you know more about what kinds of housing are most relevant to schools, you can help them focus their feedback accordingly. We know guiding land is not the same thing as guaranteeing development, but the more information we share with each other, the more we can hone in on what’s possible.  So, how can we help you look at future land use by affected school districts?



Testing future land use impacts
Using GIS

• School district shapefiles on your community page
• School district shapefiles are also available at 

Minnesota Geospatial Commons: 
https://gisdata.mn.gov

• Shapefiles include district and attendance boundaries
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The Met Council wants to help you test and/or publish future land use maps by school district.  But many of you – or your consultants - have the capacity to do this on your own.When you or your consultant are using GIS to consider different scenarios for your community’s future land use, you can combine those scenarios with school district shapefiles, which are already a part of your shapefile package on your community page in the Local Planning Handbook.  If you want to get school district shapefiles independently, you can also access them from Minnesota Geospatial Commons.  These shapefiles not only include district boundaries but attendance zone boundaries as well, allowing for an even finer drill down into the intersection of housing and schools!  Again, we encourage you to discuss different scenarios with school districts before you finalize future land use policy.  Draft tables and maps will allow you to discuss different scenarios with school districts in an impactful and intentional way.  If you need help navigating MN geospatial commons or have questions about how to use it, we’ll do our best to help.  

https://gisdata.mn.gov/


Testing future land use 
impacts
Mapping Services: eligible communities:

Bayport Hilltop New Trier
Bethel Lake St. Croix Beach Newport
Carver Lakeland Norwood Young America
Centerville Landfall Nowthen
Circle Pines Lauderdale Osseo
Cologne Lexington Randolph
Dayton Loretto St. Bonifacius
Elko New Market Maple Plain Vermillion
Hamburg Mayer Watertown
Hampton New Germany Willernie
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Finally, for some of you, GIS staff time at the Council is available.  Mapping Services Program is a service that the Met Council provides through its GIS unit for small communities with low net-tax-capacity per capita.  Eligible communities can apply for this service to get access to future land use mapping for their comprehensive plan update.  This includes exploring different scenarios for your future land use for up to 8 hours of technical staff time.  We will then provide the resulting shapefiles and maps to the community.  Please contact your Sector Rep for additional information!This concludes the content of my presentation on school district, which are definitely more than just an affected jurisdiction.  Thanks for your interest and attention!



Questions?
Tara Beard, AICP
Housing Policy Analyst
Tara.Beard@metc.state.mn.us
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(RAYA)Well, perfect. Thank you, Tara. We now have time to answer a few questions, before we have to end this webinar.(Please refer to the Q&A document on the PlanIt website) If you have additional questions, please email Tara directly. She would be happy to answer any of your questions.

mailto:Tara@metc.state.mn.us


Upcoming Events
Workshop: Introduction to Comprehensive Plans and Equity
Presented by GARE
Tuesday, March 21, 2017 

Workshop: Affordable Housing - Tools and Financing Mechanisms
Presented by Jonathan Stanley 
Thursday, April 13, 2017

Webinar: Population Estimates
Presented by Matt Schroeder
Thursday, April 20, 2017

*Look for the 2017 PlanIt Schedule of Events on the website
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(RAYA)Before we leave, I have a couple of things I would like to add. Our next PlanIt event, is a workshop partnering with Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE for short), covering comprehensive plan and equity. This is the first of a four-part workshop series with GARE throughout 2017. Registration for this workshop and other events are open and available on the PlanIt page of the Local Planning Handbook.We will be posting the webinar video online, as well as a Q&A document within the next week. We will also have an annotated PDF of the PPT slide.As you exit the webinar, there is a short 5 question survey that we appreciate you filling out. Please feel free to contact us with any questions or comments.Thank you for joining us today. 
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